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Miscellaneous Dock Hardware 
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MISCELLANEOUS DOCK HARDWARE 
 

 ITEM NO. NAME DESCRIPTION 
A 07-89-B Outside Female Corner Has two ½” welded tabs, use with a male outside 

corner, each leg is 10”L x 5”H 
B 07-88-B Outside Male Corner Has one ½” welded tab, use with female outside 

corner to connect docks end to end, joint requires 
¾” bolt set (N) or connector pin (O), each leg is 
10”L x 5”H 

C 07-94-B Outside Corner End Use this corner at ends of fingers and docks, ideal 
for swim floats and ski jump corners, each leg is 
10”L x 5”H 

D 07-93-B Inside Corner  This heavy-duty inside corner should be used with 
one of the outside corners, each leg has elongated 
holes for easy fit-up and is 8 ¼”L x 5”H 

E 07-86-B Inside Corner/Pipe Holder 3” or 2” These heavy-duty inside corners should be used 
with one of the outside corners and has an internal 
pipe holder to be used with either 2” pipe or 1 ½” 
pipe, welded gusset gives strength to the dock’s 
frame, requires carriage bolt set (M) for attaching, 
measures 8 ¼”L x 5”H 

F 07-90-B Angle Use this heavy-duty angle for all cross supports, 
each leg measures 2 ½”L x 5”H 

G 07-96-B Female T Connector Has two welded ½” tabs, bolts to side of dock to 
attach fingers and ramps, 5”L x 5”H 

H 07-95-B Male T Connector Has one welded ½” tab, use with female T 
connector to attach fingers and ramps, 5”L x 5”H, 
requires ¾” bolt set (N) for joint 

I 07-91-B Washer Plate Uses two washer plates with each angle, measures 
1 ½”L x 5”H 

J 07-97-B Chain Retainer Bolts to side of dock, use weights and chains to 
hold dock in place, accommodates ¼”, 3/8” and ½” 
chain, measures 5”L x 5”H 

K 07-87-B Pipe Holder/Outside 3” Bolts to outside of dock, carriage bolt set (M) 
required for attaching, use 2” pipe to hold dock in 
place  

 


